ELECTRONICS

PHONE ACCESSORIES

- Built-in microphone for hands free calls
- Works with any audio device with a 3.5mm output jack
- Plug into your headphones or speakers to receive audio wirelessly from your Bluetooth device

**iHome Bluetooth Audio Receiver (Black)**
MOE IH-A200B-AA

- Answer/end calls or select tracks with the built-in controls
- Works with any audio device with a 3.5mm output jack
- Plug into your headphones or speakers to receive audio wirelessly from your Bluetooth device

**iHome Bluetooth Audio Adapter with Mic and Controller (Black)**
MOE IH-A210B-AA

- High fidelity for maximum quality sound
- Works with any audio device with a 3.5mm output jack
- Transmits stereo sound from your music device to car or home fm radio wirelessly

**iHome ACC FM Transmitter with LCD Display (Black)**
MOE IH-CA500B-AA

- 360 Degree rotation: rotate your smartphone to rest in either landscape or portrait position
- Works with any car with a cd player
- Extend clasp to fit any size smartphone in the cradle

**iHome CD Car Mount for Smart Phones (Black)**
MOE IH-CM312B-AA

- 360 Degree rotation: rotate your smartphone to rest in either landscape or portrait position
- Mounts onto any car dashboard or windshield
- Extend clasp to fit any size smartphone in the cradle

**iHome Dashboard Suction Cup Car Mount for Smartphones (Black)**
MOE IH-CM314B-AA

- High fidelity for maximum quality sound
- Works with any car with a cassette player
- Easy set up, just plug it in and it is ready to use

**iHome Cassette Adapter (Black)**
MOE IH-CA501B-AA

- 360 Degree rotation: rotate your smartphone to rest in either landscape or portrait position
- Works with any car air vent
- Extend clasp to fit any size smartphone in the cradle

**iHome Air Vent Car Mount for Smartphones (Black)**
MOE IH-CM302B-AA

- 360 Degree rotation: rotate your smartphone to rest in either landscape or portrait position
- Works with any car air vent
- Include a magnetic attachment for your smartphone for easy attachment to mount

**iHome Mag Air: Magnetic Air Vent Mount (Black)**
MOE IH-CM170B-AA

- Easy Installation
- 360 Swivel Point with easy vent clip
- Flexible, bendable arms and legs conform and hold phones of all sizes
- Soft touch silicone

**Masque Hug Buddy Flexible, Soft Touch Cell Phone Holder**
APA 66586Z

- Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
- 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
- Use with any lightning enabled device

**iHome 3' TPE Lightning Cable (Black)**
MOE IH-CT1004B-AA

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 6’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Lightning Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT1056B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 10 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 10’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Lightning Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT1058B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 6 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 6’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Micro USB Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT2056B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 6 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 6’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Micro USB Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT2058B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 1 USB, 6’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Lightning Charge & Sync Cable

iHome DC Car Charger & Lightning Bundle (Black) MOE IH-CT1252B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 6 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 10’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Type-C Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT3000B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 10 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 10’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Type-C Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT3002B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 6 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any micro-usb enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE Micro-USB Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT2004B-AA

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any micro-usb enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE USB Type-C Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT3004B-AA

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any type-c enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE USB Type-C Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT3004B-XX

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any type-c enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE USB Type-C Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT3004B-XX

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any micro-usb enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE Micro-USB Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT2004B-XX

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 6 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Universal 3.5 mm connector works with your iphone, ipad or mp3 player
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 6’ Nylon Braided Dual Strain 3.5mm Audio Cable (Male to Male) (Black) MOE IH-CT2556B-AA

• Dual reinforced cable neck design lasts 3 times longer than a standard cable
• 10 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Universal 3.5 mm connector works with your iphone, ipad or mp3 player
• Nylon covered cable protects from daily wear and tear

iHome 10’ Double Injected Nylon Braided Dual Strain Micro USB Charge & Sync Cable (Black) MOE IH-CT2252B-AA

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any type-c enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE 3.5mm Audio Cable (Male to Male) (Black) MOE IH-CT4004B-AA

• Durable tpe cable for maximum performance
• 3 ft. cable allows you to play, talk, and text while charging
• Use with any type-c enabled device

iHome 3’ TPE 3.5mm Audio Cable (Male to Male) (Black) MOE IH-CT4004B-XX

• 3.5 mm Retractable cable
• 4’ Retracted
• 4’ Expanded
• Male to male connectors

Metra Electronics Retractable 3 5mm Cable MOE CF-ZIPW

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**Phone Accessories & Antennas**

- **High fidelity for maximum quality sound**
- **Great for use at home, in the office, or on the go**
- **Universal 3.5 mm connector works with your iPhone, iPad, or mp3 player**

**iHome 3’ TPE 3.5mm Wired Earbuds (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT5004B-AA

- **Gives your device the fastest possible charge**
- **Works with any standard AC wall outlet**
- **Allow you to charge multiple devices simultaneously**

**iHome AC Pro 3.4A 2 USB Port Wall Charger (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT538B-AA

- **Gives your device the fastest possible charge**
- **Works with any standard AC wall outlet**
- **Allow you to charge multiple devices simultaneously**

**iHome AC Wall Charger 2.1A, 2 USB, UL (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT540B-AA

- **Gives your device the fastest possible charge**
- **Works with any standard DC car outlet**
- **Allow you to charge multiple devices simultaneously**

**iHome DC Car Charger 2.1A, 2 USB (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT2500B-AA

- **Gives your device the fastest possible charge**
- **Works with any standard DC car outlet**
- **Allow you to charge multiple devices simultaneously**

**iHome DC Car Charger 3.4A 2 USB (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT543B-AA

- **This product has been tested and meets the global standards for safe and reliable wireless charging**
- **Up to 5 watt wireless charge on all Qi enabled smartphones & devices**
- **Slim and sleek design is perfect for any office desk or nightstand**
- **Will safely keep your smartphone on the charging pad without any slipping while charging**

**iHome PowerCharge Slim 4400mAh External Battery (Black)**
MOE: IH-PP1002AB-AA

- **Charge a smartphone 5 full times when you need power on the go**
- **High speed ic delivers the fastest possible charge to your smartphone**
- ** Aluminum casing adds durability and style**
- **Charge any smartphone with a USB charging cable**

**iHome PowerCharge Slim 10000mAh External Battery (Black)**
MOE: IH-PP1006AB-AA

- **Charge a smartphone 5 full times when you need power on the go**
- **High speed ic delivers the fastest possible charge to your smartphone**
- ** Aluminum casing adds durability and style**
- **Charge any smartphone with a USB charging cable**

**Electronics**

- **Heavy duty fiberglass mast**
- **Licensed Mossy Oak Break-Up Country Hydro Dip design**
- **Multiple adapters included to make antenna mast fit most vehicles**
- **9”**

**Metra Electronics 9” Mossy Oak Arrow Antenna**
MOE: AH-ARMS

- **Triple 12V cigarette sockets**
- **Gives your device the fastest possible charge**
- **Works with any standard DC car outlet**
- **Allow you to charge multiple devices simultaneously**

**iHome Car Socket Adapter, 3 CLA, 1 USB 1 Amp (Black)**
MOE: IH-CT806B-AA

- **Change a smartphone 1 full time when you need power on the go**
- **High speed ic delivers the fastest possible charge to your smartphone**
- **Charge any smartphone with a USB charging cable**

**iHome 2,200 mAh Universal Battery (Black)**
MOE: IH-PP1000B-AA

- **Heavy duty fiberglass mast**
- **Licensed Mossy Oak Break-Up Country Hydro Dip design**
- **Multiple adapters included to make antenna mast fit most vehicles**
- **20”**

**Metra Electronics 20” Mossy Oak Arrow Antenna**
MOE: ARLNG

- **Rubber Mast**
- **Licensed Mossy Oak Break-Up Country Hydro Dip design**
- **Multiple adapters included to make antenna mast fit most vehicles**
- **14”**

**Metra Electronics 14” Mossy Oak Conductive Rubber Mast Antenna**
MOE: AW-RMCA

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Made from Billet aluminum
- Licensed Mossy Oak Break-Up Country Hydro Dip design
- Multiple adapters included to make antenna mast fit most vehicles
- 5.5"

**Metra Electronics 50 Cal. Mossy Oak Bullet Antenna** MOE AW-50MS

- Fully automatic with 6 1 In. custom mounting bases
- 31* 5 Section replaceable mast
- 55* 5 Detachable cable
- Needs 11.5" under fender

**Metra Electronics 31" Power Antenna** MOE CF-PW22

- Rubber mast
- Rubber antenna
- Replacement antenna
- Conductive mast

**Metra Electronics Rubber Antenna Mast** MOE CF-RM1R

- Universal replacement mast
- 31* 1 Section mast
- Fits most GM Ford Chrysler and vehicles with Japanese threads
- 31* 1-Section mast

**Metra Electronics Universal Replacement Mast** MOE CF-RM22

- Replacement antenna mast
- Japanese thread mast
- Antenna is 31" long
- 1-Section black spiral mast only

**Metra Electronics GM Antenna Replacement Mast** MOE CF-RM22SB

- 4"
  - Black
  - Carbon fiber
  - Aluminum

**Metra Electronics 4" Antenna Mast Carbon Fiber** MOE CF-RMCF

- 3.75"
  - Euro style
  - Roof mount
  - Replacement antenna

**Metra Electronics Euro Style Roof Mount Antenna** MOE CF-ERM1RM

- Mast only (Fits roof or fender mount bases)
- Rubber antenna
- 8" OEM replacement mast
- Universal

**Metra Electronics OEM 8" Replacement Mast** MOE CF-RM8S

- Wire wound
- Rubber
- 8"
- OEM replacement

**Metra Electronics 8" OEM Wire Wound Mast** MOE CF-RMWW

- 8"
  - Black
  - Steel
  - Replacement antenna

**Metra Electronics 8" Black Shorty Mast** MOE CF-SHSH

- Antenna is 17" long
- Made of stainless steel
- Replacement aftermarket antenna mast
- Spring wound

**Metra Electronics 17" Fiberglass Antenna Mast** MOE CF-RMF2

- Fiberglass
  - Mast only (Fits roof or fender mount bases)
  - Universal mast
  - Wire wound

**Metra Electronics 16" Replacement Mast** MOE CF-RMOE

- 14" Replacement mast
  - Black anodized steel
  - Comes with multiple adapter to fit most applications
  - Mast only (Fits roof or fender mount bases)

**Metra Electronics 14" Replacement Mast** MOE CF-SHTB

- 14" Long
  - Rubber
  - Top mount
  - With 54" cable

**Metra Electronics Universal Top Mount Rubber Antenna** MOE CF-UT03R

- Antenna adapter for GM vehicles
  - Barbless connector
  - Motorola connectors
  - Right angle

**Metra Electronics Antenna Adapter GM 88-07** MOE CF-ADGM

- Chrysler Snap Lock Connector
  - Fits Aftermarket Radio
  - Plugs Into OE Antenna
  - Black

**Metra Electronics Antenna Adapter Fits Chrysler 01-Up** MOE CF-CR10

- 48"
  - Antenna extension cable
  - Motorola style connectors
  - Black

**Metra Electronics 48" Antenna Cable** MOE CF-EC48
ELECTRONICS

HEAD UNITS

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **6.2” DIGITAL LCD HIGH RESOLUTION TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY** - your digital LCD high resolution touchscreen display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **SCREEN OPTIONS** - the DV271BT Multimedia Receiver comes with the option to customize your screen from a selection of 3 different backgrounds and a skin saver for when your receiver is not in use
- **USB, JPG, microSD, AND MP3 PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3 player as well as enjoy image and video with the DV271BT's JPEG/microSD compatibility

Dual Electronics 200 Watt Double DIN Multimedia DVD Car Receiver with Bluetooth MOE DV271BT

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **7” DIGITAL LCD HIGH RESOLUTION BACKLIT DISPLAY** - your digital LCD high resolution backlit display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **SCREEN OPTIONS** - the DV715BT Multimedia Receiver comes with the option to personalize your screen from a selection of 3 different backgrounds with custom color icons and a skin saver for when your receiver is not in use
- **USB, JPG, microSD, WMA, MP3 AND MP4 PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3/MP4 player as well as enjoy image and video with the DV715BT’s JPEG/microSD/WMA compatibility

Dual Electronics 200 Watt 7” Display Multimedia CD/DVD Car Receiver with Bluetooth MOE DV715B

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your Double DIN car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **3 INCH LCD HIGH RESOLUTION 7 CHARACTER DISPLAY** - your high resolution 3 inch LCD 7 character white on black display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **USB AND MP3 PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3 player as well as through 30 different AM/FM radio stations
- **PRESET EQ CURVES** - the Dual Electronics DXR57BT Receiver comes with 4 EQ Presets as well as 2 Band Tone Control for maximum customization for your listening pleasure

Dual Electronics 200 Watt Double DIN Digital Media Car Receiver With LCD 7 Character Display and Bluetooth MOE DXR57BT

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your Double DIN car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **LCD HIGH RESOLUTION 10 CHARACTER DISPLAY** - your high resolution LCD 10 character display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **USB AND MP3 PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3 player as well as through 30 different AM/FM radio stations
- **PRESET EQ CURVES** - the Dual Electronics DC426BT Receiver comes with 7 EQ Presets as well as 2 Band Tone Control for maximum customization for your listening pleasure

Dual Electronics 200 Watt Double DIN CD Car Receiver With LCD 10 Character Display and Bluetooth MOE DC426BT

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your single DIN car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **DETACHABLE FACEPLATE** - A detachable faceplate is included with your XDM265 CD Car Stereo Receiver for added security and as a measure to prevent stereo theft
- **HIGH RESOLUTION 10 CHARACTER DISPLAY** - your high resolution 10 character blue/black display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **CD, USB, AND MP3 PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3 player as well as through the CD player
- **PRESET EQ CURVES** - the Dual Electronics XDM265 Receiver comes with 7 EQ Presets as well as 2 Band Tone Control for maximum customization for your listening pleasure

Dual Electronics 60 Watt CD Car Receiver With 10 Character Blue/Black LCD MOE XDM265

- **BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY** - your single DIN car stereo receiver will effortlessly pair and store the vast majority of Bluetooth devices providing you with Hands Free Calling and Music Streaming capabilities
- **MUSIC STREAMING** - you will now be able to stream music from apps such as Pandora, iHeartRadio, Spotify and much more from your Apple, Android or Media devices including any music stored by simply connecting wirelessly to your car stereo
- **3 INCH LCD HIGH RESOLUTION 7 CHARACTER DISPLAY** - your high resolution 3 inch LCD 7 character white on black display allows easy visibility while driving and keeps all your favorite options within fingers reach
- **USB, MP3 & WMA PLAYBACK** - you now have a variety of options in which to listen to all your favorite songs via USB port and MP3 player as well as through 30 different AM/FM radio stations
- **PRESET EQ CURVES** - the Dual Electronics XRM47BT Receiver comes with 4 EQ Presets as well as 2 Band Tone Control for maximum customization for your listening pleasure

Dual Electronics Single DIN Mechless Car Receiver With LCD 7 Character Display and Bluetooth MOE XRM47BT

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**ELECTRONICS SPEAKERS**

- **DUAL CONE 6 1/2" CAR SPEAKERS** - your Dual Electronics DLS654 6 1/2 inch Car Speakers were designed for the maximum quality audio experience and also fit 6 3/4 inch openings for higher compatibility across various vehicles.
  - **4-WAY CAR SPEAKER DESIGN** - the unique build of these 4 Way Speakers enables both mid and high frequencies to be played in a uniform pattern for high quality sound performance.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS654 6 by 8 inch Car Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 6" x 9" 4-WAY CAR SPEAKERS** - your Dual Electronics DLS694 6 by 9 inch Car Speakers were designed for the maximum quality audio experience and offers even fit 5 by 7 inch openings.
  - **4-WAY CAR SPEAKER DESIGN** - the unique build of these 4 Way Speakers enables both mid and high frequencies to be played in a uniform pattern for high quality sound performance.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS694 6 by 9 inch Car Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 5 1/4" CAR SPEAKERS** - your Dual Electronics DLS524 5 1/4 inch Car Speakers were designed for the maximum quality audio experience and offers even fit 5 by 7 inch openings.
  - **4-WAY CAR SPEAKER DESIGN** - the unique build of these 4 Way Speakers enables both mid and high frequencies to be played in a uniform pattern for high quality sound performance.
  - **LOW PROFILE BASKET DESIGN** - the low profile basket design of the DLS524 was made to have an unobtrusive fit for most any car.

- **DUAL CONE 4" x 6" CAR SPEAKERS** - your Dual Electronics DLS464 4 by 6 inch Car Speakers were designed for the maximum quality audio experience.
  - **4-WAY CAR SPEAKER DESIGN** - the unique build of these 4 Way Speakers enables both mid and high frequencies to be played in a uniform pattern for high quality sound performance.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS464 4 by 6 inch Car Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **MOE DLS694**
  - **500 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics SBX101 Subwoofer operates at a peak level of 500 Watts for high powered performance.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS694 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **MOE DLS404**
  - **160 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS654 Speakers operate at peak level 160 Watts for high powered performance.
  - **DURABLE POLYPROPYLENE SUBWOOFER CONE** - the Polypropylene Injected Subwoofer Cone was designed by our engineers to ensure accurate bass response for an elevated listening experience.

- **MOE DLS694**
  - **200 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS524 Speakers operate at peak level 200 Watts for high powered performance.
  - **DURABLE POLYPROPYLENE SUBWOOFER CONE** - the Polypropylene Injected Subwoofer Cone was designed by our engineers to ensure accurate bass response for an elevated listening experience.

- **MOE DLS574**
  - **160 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS574 Speakers operate at peak level 160 Watts for high powered performance.
  - **DURABLE POLYPROPYLENE SUBWOOFER CONE** - the Polypropylene Injected Subwoofer Cone was designed by our engineers to ensure accurate bass response for an elevated listening experience.

- **MOE DLS464**
  - **80 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS404 Speakers operate at peak level 80 Watts for high powered performance.
  - **DURABLE POLYPROPYLENE SUBWOOFER CONE** - the Polypropylene Injected Subwoofer Cone was designed by our engineers to ensure accurate bass response for an elevated listening experience.

- **MOE DLS654**
  - **120 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS654 Speakers operate at peak level 120 Watts for high powered performance.

- **MOE DLS524**
  - **120 WATTS PEAK POWER** - the Dual Electronics DLS524 Speakers operate at peak level 120 Watts for high powered performance.

- **DUAL CONE 6" x 8" CAR SPEAKERS** - your Dual Electronics DLS574 6 by 8 inch Car Speakers were designed for the maximum quality audio experience and can even fit 5 by 7 inch openings.
  - **4-WAY CAR SPEAKER DESIGN** - the unique build of these 4 Way Speakers enables both mid and high frequencies to be played in a uniform pattern for high quality sound performance.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS574 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 4" 500 Watt Subwoofer with Vented Enclosure**
  - **VENTED ENCLOSURE** - the vented enclosure gives your Subwoofer a greater output and deeper bass sound.
  - **STURDY CONSTRUCTION** - our engineers have designed your Subwoofer's carpeted enclosure with reinforced construction and a sloped baffle for a sturdy build and streamlined installation.

- **DUAL CONE 4" 80 Watt 4-Way Car Speakers**
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS404 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 10" 500 Watt Subwoofer with Vented Enclosure**
  - **DURABLE POLYPROPYLENE SUBWOOFER CONE** - the Polypropylene Injected Subwoofer Cone was designed by our engineers to ensure accurate bass response for an elevated listening experience.
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS404 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 6" x 9" 200 Watt 4-Way Car Speakers**
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS694 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.

- **DUAL CONE 4" x 6" 80 Watt 4-Way Car Speakers**
  - **HIGH STRENGTH BUTYL RUBBER SURROUND** - the Rubber Surround that is built out of high strength Butyl extends your Dual Electronics DLS464 4 Way Speakers lifespan by protecting them from high heat and moisture.
**SPEAKER WIRE**

- 400 Watt (Peak Power)
- Pair
- Black
- Flush mount w/swivel
- Built-in Crossover

*Metra Electronics High Efficiency Dome Tweeters - 400 Watt (Peak Power)*

*MOE CF-TWWT*

- 650 Watt (Peak Power)
- Pair
- Black
- Flush mount w/swivel
- Built-in Crossover

*Metra Electronics High Efficiency Dome Tweeters - 650 Watt (Peak Power)*

*MOE CF-TWDR*

**ELECTRONICS**

**WIRE HARNESS**

- Radio harness into car
- Chrysler 1984 to 2006 harness
- Provides power
- 4-Speaker connection

*Metra Electronics Wire Harness Chrysler 86-06*

*MOE CF-WHCR*

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Adapter is 7” in length
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

*Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) 02-09*

*MOE CF-WHCR2*

- Feature OEM-quality terminals for the most secure connection between terminals and connector
- High impact ABS OEM
- Quality plastic molded connectors provide perfect fit
- Color coded set of four RCA’s for feeding low level signal into factory amplified system

*Metra Electronics Wire Harness Ford 02-09*

*MOE CF-WHFD2*

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Fits into factory plug
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

*Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) Ford 98-Up*

*MOE CF-WHFD3*

**AMPLIFIER**

- 1,200 WATTS DYNAMIC POWER- the Dual Electronics XPR540 Amplifier operates at a Dynamic Power Peak of 1200 Watts for high performance audio
- CLASS AB DESIGN- the Class AB Design reduces the amount of sound distortion and retains high energy efficiency while doing so
- BRIDGEABLE SUBWOOFER- the bridgeable design of your amplifier allows you to connect your subwoofer to give it an extra boost of power
- BASS BOOSTING- the XPR540 offers bass boosting to give you more of a kick out of your subwoofer
- VARIABLE CROSSOVER- the amplifier offers variable high pass and variable low pass and full range settings to provide you with a wide selection of preferences and choices

*Dual Electronics 1200 Watt 4/3/2 Channel Class AB MOSFET Powered Amplifier*

*MOE XPR540*

**ELECTRONICS**

**SPEAKER WIRE**

- High quality clear jacket provides resistance from abrasions
- Precision wound oxygen-free electrolytic copper strands
- Frequency response and noise rejection are welcome benefits when using high performance speaker wire
- High clarity

*Metra Electronics Speaker Wire 12 gauge, 12’*

*MOE CF-SW12*

- 40’
- 18 Gauge
- Clear jacket
- Color coded for negative and positive connection

*Metra Electronics Speaker Wire 18 Gauge, 40’*

*MOE CF-SW40*

- 50’
- 24 Gauge
- Clear jacket
- Color coded for negative and positive connection

*Metra Electronics Speaker Wire 24 gauge, 50’*

*MOE CF-SW50*

**WIRE HARNESS**

- Radio harness into car
- Chrysler 1984 to 2006 harness
- Provides power
- 4-Speaker connection

*Metra Electronics Wire Harness Chrysler 86-06*

*MOE CF-WHCR*

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Adapter is 7” in length
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

*Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) 02-09*

*MOE CF-WHCR2*

- Feature OEM-quality terminals for the most secure connection between terminals and connector
- High impact ABS OEM
- Quality plastic molded connectors provide perfect fit
- Color coded set of four RCA’s for feeding low level signal into factory amplified system

*Metra Electronics Wire Harness Ford 02-09*

*MOE CF-WHFD2*

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Fits into factory plug
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

*Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) Ford 98-Up*

*MOE CF-WHFD3*
**Wire Harnesses**

- OEM-quality terminals
- Pre-stripped ends allow for easy connections
- High impact ABS OEM quality plastic molded connectors provide a perfect fit
- For non amplified system

**Metra Electronics Ford Wire Harness 03-Up** MOE CF-WHFD4

- Comes with full manufacturer warranty
- Fits multiple makes and models
- High impact ABS OEM
- Quality plastic molded connectors

**Metra Electronics GM 88-05 Wire Harness** MOE CF-WHGM2

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Fits into factory plug
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) GM 98-08** MOE CF-WHGM3

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Fits into factory plug
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) GM 94-05** MOE CF-WHGM4

- Provides power to aftermarket radio
- Allows speaker connection
- Fits into factory plug
- Used for AM and FM reception when replacing the OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Harness Adapter (Into Car) Toyota 87-Up** MOE CF-WHTY2

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM 82-05** MOE CF-444GM

- Accommodates DIN applications
- Fits in OEM radio location
- Contoured to match factory dash
- Fits Ford / Lincoln / Mercury 1974-2010

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic

**ELECTRONICS**

**INSTALL KITS & TOOLS**

- 500 Watt wire kit
- 20’ 8-Gauge power wire
- 17’ Heavy duty gold patch cable
- Hardware included with kit

**Metra Electronics 500 Watt Amplifier Power Kit** MOE CF-AK50

- 1500 Watt
- Premium mobile audio component cables
- Great sound
- Amplifier
- Comes all necessary hardware

**Metra Electronics 1500 Watt Amp Kit** MOE CF-AK150

- For Ford radios
- 2 Keys
- Chrome plated
- Keyed to lock into OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Ford Radio Removal Tool** MOE CF-FDRT

- RCA cable
- 20’
- Male to male connectors
- Clear casing

**Metra Electronics 20’ Gold RCA Audio Cable** MOE CF-RCA20

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM/Suzuki Multi-Kit 1990-2012** MOE CF-555GM

- Designed for DIN-Mount radios
- Pocket holds one CD jewel case
- Contoured to match factory dash
- DIN Radio Provision with pocket

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Mopar 74-2010** MOE CF-512CR

- For Ford radios
- 2 Keys
- Chrome plated
- Keyed to lock into OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Ford Radio Removal Tool** MOE CF-FDRT

- RCA cable
- 20’
- Male to male connectors
- Clear casing

**Metra Electronics 20’ Gold RCA Audio Cable** MOE CF-RCA20

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM 82-05** MOE CF-444GM

- Accommodates DIN applications
- Fits in OEM radio location
- Contoured to match factory dash
- Fits Ford / Lincoln / Mercury 1974-2010

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM/Suzuki Multi-Kit 1990-2012** MOE CF-555GM

- Designed for DIN-Mount radios
- Pocket holds one CD jewel case
- Contoured to match factory dash
- DIN Radio Provision with pocket

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Mopar 74-2010** MOE CF-512CR

- For Ford radios
- 2 Keys
- Chrome plated
- Keyed to lock into OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Ford Radio Removal Tool** MOE CF-FDRT

- RCA cable
- 20’
- Male to male connectors
- Clear casing

**Metra Electronics 20’ Gold RCA Audio Cable** MOE CF-RCA20

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM 82-05** MOE CF-444GM

- Accommodates DIN applications
- Fits in OEM radio location
- Contoured to match factory dash
- Fits Ford / Lincoln / Mercury 1974-2010

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM/Suzuki Multi-Kit 1990-2012** MOE CF-555GM

- Designed for DIN-Mount radios
- Pocket holds one CD jewel case
- Contoured to match factory dash
- DIN Radio Provision with pocket

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Mopar 74-2010** MOE CF-512CR

- For Ford radios
- 2 Keys
- Chrome plated
- Keyed to lock into OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Ford Radio Removal Tool** MOE CF-FDRT

- RCA cable
- 20’
- Male to male connectors
- Clear casing

**Metra Electronics 20’ Gold RCA Audio Cable** MOE CF-RCA20

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM 82-05** MOE CF-444GM

- Accommodates DIN applications
- Fits in OEM radio location
- Contoured to match factory dash
- Fits Ford / Lincoln / Mercury 1974-2010

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM/Suzuki Multi-Kit 1990-2012** MOE CF-555GM

- Designed for DIN-Mount radios
- Pocket holds one CD jewel case
- Contoured to match factory dash
- DIN Radio Provision with pocket

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Mopar 74-2010** MOE CF-512CR

- For Ford radios
- 2 Keys
- Chrome plated
- Keyed to lock into OEM radio

**Metra Electronics Ford Radio Removal Tool** MOE CF-FDRT

- RCA cable
- 20’
- Male to male connectors
- Clear casing

**Metra Electronics 20’ Gold RCA Audio Cable** MOE CF-RCA20

- Easy to install with simple instructions
- No dash alterations
- Designed to fit factory radio opening perfectly
- Made of high grade ABS plastic
- DIN radio provision

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit GM 82-05** MOE CF-444GM

- Accommodates DIN applications
- Fits in OEM radio location
- Contoured to match factory dash
- Fits Ford / Lincoln / Mercury 1974-2010

**Metra Electronics Radio Installation Kit Chrysler 07-Up** MOE CF-651CR

- Provides pocket with recessed mounting of DIN Radio or an ISO DIN
- ISO quick release brackets
- Allows double DIN or two ISO stacked units to be mounted with brackets
- Made from high quality ABS plastic
**Adjustable gain level**  
• Converts speaker wire outputs to RCA outputs  
• Allows the addition of an amplifier to the factory stereo  
• Compact size

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*

**ELECTRONICS**

**INVERTERS**

- Converts power instantly - wherever and whenever you need it.  
- 2-2,000 mA/2 Amp USB Ports  
- Easy to use - connects directly to battery with ring connectors  
- Designed for operating power tools in remote locations.  
- 2 - High speed fans built-in for constant, cool operation

**Schumacher 2000 Watt Power Converter**  
CBC PC2000

- Easy to use _ connects directly to battery  
- Two NEMA 5-15 USA AC outlets  
- (2) 5V 2A USB ports  
- ON/OFF button  
- LED Indicator

**Schumacher 1500 Watt Converter**  
CBC PC1500

- Easy to use _ connects directly to battery  
- Two NEMA 5-15 USA AC outlets  
- 5V 2A USB port  
- ON/OFF button  
- LED Indicator

**Schumacher 1000 Watt Converter**  
CBC PC1000

- Converts power instantly - wherever and whenever you need it.  
- 2,000 mA/2 Amp USB Port  
- Easy to use - plugs into vehicle’s accessory outlet or connects directly to battery with clamps  
- Surge protection  
- Great for mobile entertainment to run and recharge laptops, smartphones and music/DVD players

**Schumacher 750 Watt Power Converter**  
CBC XI75B

- 2A USB port _ 2X faster  
- ON/OFF switch  
- LED indicators  
- Surge protection  
- Protects against damaging current fluctuations

**Schumacher 410 Watt/820 Peak Watt Power Converter**  
CBC XI41B

- Converts vehicle power to 120VAC household power _  
- Compatible with all smartphones, tablets and USB devices  
- 2A USB port _ 2X faster _ LED indicator  
- Surge protection  
- Protects against damaging current fluctuations

**Schumacher 140 Watt/280 Peak Watt Power Converter**  
CBC XI14

- Converts power instantly - wherever and whenever you need it.  
- 5V USB port  
- Easy to use plugs into vehicle’s accessory outlet  
- Unique design to fit in the cup holder of most vehicles  
- Great for mobile entertainment to run and recharge laptops, smartphones and music/DVD players

**Schumacher 150 Watt Power Converter**  
CBC XI15

- Reduces dangerous blind spots  
- Battery operated camera  
- Built-in solar panels maintain the battery for worry-free operations  
- Fits most cars, trucks and SUVs

**The Whistler Group Whistler Backup Camera**  
MOE WBU-900

- High-def 1280 x 720p/30fps  
- 1.5” LCD Monitor  
- 120 degree viewing angle  
- Seamless loop recording  
- 4x digital zoom

**The Whistler Group Whistler Dash Camera**  
MOE D12VRS

- High-def 1920 x 1080p/30fps  
- 3” LCD monitor  
- 170 degree viewing angle  
- Seamless loop recording  
- 4x digital zoom

**The Whistler Group Whistler Dual Lens Dash Camera**  
MOE D2200S

- Built-in dual cameras w/IR LEDs  
- Record inside and outside of the vehicle  
- Full or split screen option  
- High Definition  
- 1080p/25fps-720/30fps
**ELECTRONICS**

**RADAR DETECTORS**

- High Performance
- Icon Display
- Total Laser Detection
- Traffic Flow Signal Rejection (TFSR)
- Field Disturbance Sensor Rejection (FDSR)

The Whistler Group Whistler Radar Detector MOE Z-11R

The Whistler Group Whistler Radar Detector MOE Z-19R

**ELECTRONICS**

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- Advanced MicroCheck Sensor Technology - Proprietary Advanced MicroCheck Sensor technology delivers reliable, accurate BAC results you can trust.
- Ultra-Compact Design - Fits inside a purse or pocket and can be easily used as a keychain.
- Effective Breath Capture - The innovative fold-out mouthpiece ensures only your breath goes into the breathalyzer, while ambient air, fumes, and other airborne gases are kept out.
- One Touch Operation - Simply power on your BACtrack Keychain and begin testing in seconds.
- LED Screen - BAC results are displayed on a bright, easy-to-read LED display.

BACtrack Blood Alcohol Content Breathalyzer Keychain BFS BT-KC10